In this work, the generic mechanism of the occasionally proportional feedback ͑OPF͒ technique in controlling chaos has been explored extensively. Except for stabilizing the unstable states that are embedded in the chaotic attractors, the OPF method is also found to generate a great number of new states during the control processes. The forms and characteristics of these new states have been addressed. Moreover, we clarify the roles of the parameters in the OPF method and this clarification leads to a practical and systematic approach in adjusting the parameters for control. To demonstrate the validity, an analogous electronic circuit of the resistively shunted Josephson junction oscillator is employed in addition to a numerical illustration of the logistic mapping. ͓S1063-651X͑99͒15805-7͔ PACS number͑s͒: 05.45.Gg
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Ott, Grebogi, and Yorke ͑OGY͒ suggested a general method for stabilizing the unstable periodic orbits embedded within chaotic attractors in 1990 ͓1͔, a number of researchers have already demonstrated that chaos can be useful in a variety of fields ͓2-9͔. The OGY algorithm is based on targeting the stable manifold of a particular unstable orbit by introducing a controlled perturbation to a system parameter. This general way to control chaos has promised great success in applications. Under such inspiration, more and more applications are designed based on the chaotic regime for its versatility and flexibility. However, the OGY control needs a complicated calculation in the dynamical controlling processes as a whole. It has to calculate the stable and the unstable eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the chosen fixed point on the Poincaré section for their respective steps throughout the execution of control. Practically, how to effectively, exactly, and insistently target the states in accordance with one's wishes becomes the most important and current subject for the study of the use of chaos.
Based on the idea of the OGY method, Peng, Petrov, and Showalter subsequently proposed an occasional proportional feedback ͑OPF͒ method, which can simplify the computation substantially ͓2͔. Hunt further implemented the OPF method in an electronic circuit for controlling the chaos of a diode resonator ͓3͔ and Roy et al. also succeeded in taming chaos in a laser system via the OPF technique ͓5,6͔. Indeed, because of very little dependence on systems and because there is no need for any complicated computation, the OPF technique has the potential to be employed in a wide range of applications. Nevertheless, the generic mechanism of OPF is not known completely so far. As a result, during the operation of the OPF method, people need to pursue the proper ranges of the control parameters to achieve the goal of controlling chaos. In addition whether or not the deduced states under the OPF are the unstable states embedded in the original chaotic attractor remains to be addressed. Recently, Galias et al. have described some theoretical results concerning the choice of control parameters and the possibilities of successful OPF control ͓10͔. They concluded that better control results could be obtained provided that the unstable eigenvector of the target is parallel to the coordinate that is used for computing the control signal. Inaba and Nitanai discussed the number of unstable periodic orbits ͑UPO's͒ that can be stabilized via the OPF method in the voltage pulse generator ͓11͔. To some extent, Ogorzalek modified Hunt's OPF controller, which obviates the need for an external synchronizing signal ͓12͔. In the meantime, Tsubone and Saiton also derived some theoretical analysis in a piecewise linear circuit, such that the function of the OPF method can be guaranteed ͓13͔. However, to find the embedded UPO's, there remains no systematic method in adjusting the control parameters of the OPF method ͓12͔. Therefore, the subject concerning how to definitely and systematically explore the relation between the control parameters in the OPF technique and the final controlled states of the systems would be of theoretical and practical interest.
In this paper, the subject of how to systematically retrieve the embedded UPO's in the OPF control will be studied extensively. To establish the control applicability of the OPF method, the influence of each control parameter will be explored in detail. It then turns out that a key clue for systematically adjusting the parameters in the OPF method could be extracted. Section II, therein, will outline the essential idea of the OPF method. Then the selection of the control parameters of the OPF method will be illustrated and this brings out an efficient algorithm of the OPF control. In addition, to verify the analytical results and the systematic control steps, the application to the logistic map will be demonstrated in the numeric calculations. Also, in Sec. III, the resistively shunted Josephson junction ͑RSJ͒ oscillator ͓14-17͔ with external periodic driving will be also employed to demonstrate the validity of our algorithm for the OPF control. All of the emphasis in this section will be placed on an analogous electronic simulator as a practical demonstration. Finally, the summary and conclusion are given in Sec. IV.
II. THE OPF METHOD
The operations of the OPF control method will be described here briefly. Figure 1 shows the content of the OPF method. There are three essential parameters in the OPF control: the reference (C re f ), the window width (C w ), and the gain value (C g ). From the left-hand side of Fig. 1 , the system response S resp is compared with the reference C re f . The difference is fed into the ''window comparator'' and the ''S/ H'' blocks. The S/H block is a sample-and-hold unit to store the different desired values. Here, C w defines the width of the window comparator to allow the control performed. Also, the clock ''sync'' is introduced to set up the working time in the ''timing'' block. If the difference between S resp and C re f is less than the window width C w , in accordance with the clock sync, the timing block will trigger the S/H block to sample the different value, and to hold this value for later. At the same time, the timing block will also close the ''switch'' such that the held value in the S/H block can be amplified by the gain C g in the ''gain'' block. Then, the amplified value is feedback to perturb the chosen system parameter.
Whenever the difference is larger than the window width C w in accordance with the clock sync, the timing block will open the switch such that the control signal will not operate on the system. In this case, it means that the system response S resp is away from C re f . In practice, due to the characteristic ''ergodic'' feature of the chaotic states, sooner or later, the system response S resp will come close to the level of C re f again as time goes on. After a few cycles of operation, the chaotic response of the system will be tamed into a regular wave form.
A. The Reference C ref
To explore the generic mechanism of the OPF method, let us consider the control parameter C re f in the OPF method first, which gives the position of the window center for the control operation. It is worthwhile to note that only the discrete responses of the system need to be considered, and the time intervals are defined by the sync signals. This is because the OPF control only changes its amount of feedback in discrete time. Let the sequence of the Y n 's be the sampling of S resp at the time defined by the sync. That is, the Poincaré section of S resp . In this section, the fixed point is denoted as Y F * . The control operation is performed only when the system response Y n is away from C re f within the allowable range of the window width C w . We note that C re f relates to the desired target Y F * . Obviously, when C re f is close to Y F * , the system could stay almost unperturbed as the control had achieved. At that time, the control signal will eventually be eventually close to zero.
However, the control signal may not be infinitesimal for a different setting of C re f . Thus, the final controlled state in the Poincaré section may deviate away the desired target Y F * .
In such a case, the system will be perturbed a little. Let us take the case of the period-1 state as an illustration. The fine evaluation can be understood as follows. At the nth step of the control, the system parameter, say F, will be perturbed as
where ␣ is a proportional constant that is dependent on the process of the modulation of F and independent of the OPF control. Meanwhile, the unstable fixed point Y F * will also be perturbed to Y F n * corresponding to the variation of F at the nth step of the control. Y F n * can be linearly approximated as
As a consequence, the first return map function of Y n around Y F n * could be approached in a linear approximation around
where m is the slope of the return map at Y F * and the change on m is negligible. From Eq. ͑3͒, the period-1 fixed point Y c * follows Y nϩ1 ϭY n ϭY c * and
Thus, as C re f is set close to Y F * , Y c * will be close to Y F * . Otherwise, Y c * will be away from Y F * , and as a result, ⌬F is not negligible. This means
Now one can figure out that most of the controlled states generated by the OPF control will be new when the feedback control is not negligible. In such a way, when ⌬F is large enough, the status of the system is shifted and could possibly be switched out of the chaotic region. Under the circumstance, the linear approximation analysis for Y c * will not work. Nevertheless, the OPF can turn the chaotic states of the system into the simple motions of Y c * in a wide range of C re f . But, different C re f results in different final states created by the OPF control. 
B. The window width C w
Next, the influence of the window width C w is considered. In fact, the value of the control parameter C w will determine how far Y c * could be away from Y F * , since C w is a maximum difference between Y n and C re f . Accordingly, the larger C w is, the more allowed controlled states are. That is, for larger ͑smaller͒ C w , there will be a wider ͑narrower͒ range of C re f to achieve the control. Naturally, it should be satisfied for the controlling process that Y c * is located within the window centered at C re f with width C w . The condition can be written as ͉Y c *ϪC re f ͉рC w .
͑6͒
From Eq. ͑4͒, the lower limit of C w for the corresponding C re f , thus, is found to be
where is the relative error between C re f and Y F * and defined as ͉Y F *ϪC re f ͉/͉Y F *͉. Equation ͑7͒ is useful for practical applications. Because it is very difficult to set C re f exactly equal to Y F * , there always exists a nontrivial least value of C w to achieve the control. The less the precision is, therefore, a larger C w will be required. On the other hand, C w is related to the transient time required for a successful control. When C w is small, the OPF control will need a longer transient time, since it will take a few tries to reenter the region around the level set by C re f and C w to reoperate the control. Take the logistic map
as an example, where F is a constant defined between ͓0,1͔. When the target is aimed at the unstable period-1 state (Y F * ϭ1Ϫ1/F) for the arbitrary case, say Fϭ0.92, the average times of the transient iteration ͗N T ͘ for various C w are shown in Fig.2 . The values of ͗N T ͘ are averaged over 250 random initials of Y n for each C w . Obviously, the less C w is, the longer the transient time will be. Moreover, ͗N T ͘ is found in the form of C w Ϫ␥ . Here, ␥ϷϪ1.010 for the case of Fϭ0.92. Unfortunately, setting C w as large as possible cannot guarantee the success of a fast and correct control. In fact, if C w is too large, a large amount of feedback will occur to the control signals such that the dynamical behavior that represents the whole system consists of the target system and the OPF control unit, and is no more limited only to the target system. As a result, the final dynamics often will be out of the original design.
Nevertheless, the control results should not be sensitive to C w in some situations. As long as the regular motion is achieved, the value of C w will not influence the final controlled states.
C. The Gain value C g
The control parameter C g determines the amount of the feedback from the OPF control to the system. In practical applications, to know how to adjust C g is important. If an effective C g is known, a great effort can be saved in control. Let us explore its influence.
For a simple presentation, the reference C re f is set to the same level of Y F * . Similarly, the iteration of Y n is given in Eq. ͑3͒. As a result, the deviation for each step follows:
If Y n converges to Y F * , it must be ͉⌬Y nϩ1 /⌬Y n ͉Ͻ1 as n becomes large enough. Consequently, Eq. ͑9͒ can further be rewritten as
͑11͒
This inequality provides the range of effective C g for successful control.
D. Efficient Strategy of Control
According to the analysis above, in what follows, the steps for efficiently employing the OPF control in applications are proposed.
͑1͒ Learn the dynamics of the system through the return map without the OPF control.
͑a͒ Locate one desired fixed point on the return map.
͑b͒ Evaluate the slope m of the mapping function of the return map at the chosen fixed point.
FIG. 2. Relation between the average transient iterations ͗N T ͘
and the window width C w for the OPF control on the logistic map. The छ symbols denote the data that are averaged over 250 random initials for each C w , and the solid line is C w Ϫ1.010 . Here, the parameter F of the logistic map is 0.92.
͑c͒ Evaluate the gradient vector ‫ץ‬Y /‫ץ‬F of the chosen fixed point under the variation of the accessible parameter of the system. ͑2͒ Apply the OPF control on the system. ͑d͒ Set up the control reference C re f at the same level as the located fixed point.
͑e͒ Adjust the control gain C g within the limits described by the inequality equation ͑11͒.
͑f͒ Set up the control width C w , starting from a small value that is greater than the lower limit in the inequality equation ͑7͒.
͑g͒ If the control fails, go back and change C g to another value and adjust C w a little larger. Repeat the previous steps ͑e͒ and ͑f͒ again until the control achieved. Practically, most of cases need only one trial.
To show the validity, numerically, the logistic map ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒ is employed to tame the chaotic states under the OPF control according to the control algorithm above. In Fig. 3 , it illustrates the results of the OPF control according to our control algorithm. From the start to the 5000th iteration is the free running of the logistic map only. It is a chaotic motion. Then, the OPF control is turned on at the 5000th iteration to target the period-1 state and all three control parameters of the OPF control are changed for the different desired states (pϪ2, pϪ4, and pϪ8) every 5000 periods in sequence. All of the parameters in the control process are listed in Table I . After the control is turned on, each desired state is soon to be achieved. In this demonstration, it shows that our control algorithm can really provide a good guidepost for effectively choosing the control parameters of the OPF method. It saves a great deal of effort of finding out the proper setting of the OPF control. At least our control algorithm has improved the efficiency of employing the OPF control on the logistic map.
To be further shown below, the OPF control method is robust and easy to implement in the practical applications. With the controlling scheme above, the desired states can be achieved fast and effectively. Next, as a real-model demonstration of validity, the control algorithm shown above will be applied to the RSJ oscillator.
III. APPLICATION TO THE RSJ OSCILLATOR
For the nonlinear RSJ oscillating system with an external driving force, the equation of motion follows:
where denotes the damping constant, F and represent the amplitude and the frequency of the external periodic driving force, respectively. For the external driven RSJ oscillator, it can be utilized to describe the equation of motion of the phase difference across the Josephson junction under the microwave illumination. It can also be visualized as the dynamic motion of the swept angle of the pendulum ͓14,18,19͔, the charge density wave ͓19͔, parametric amplifiers ͓20,21͔, etc. Thus, the achievement of the control of chaos on the RSJ oscillator will provide a good reference for a wide range of practical applications. Here, instead of a direct numerical simulation, the RSJ oscillating system is constructed in analogous electronic circuits ͓22͔. Without the loss of generality, the value of is chosen as 0.1. A phase diagram of the RSJ oscillator is shown in Fig. 4 . Mainly, the route to chaos is the Feigenbaum perioddoubling route. Meanwhile, the window of the period-3 state is observed within the chaotic regime. Fig. 5 shows the bifurcation diagram of Y n with F as the varying parameter. It shows that the route to chaos is a Feigenbaum perioddoubling cascade and a reverse cascade. As expected, the results observed through the electronic simulator are in good agreement with the previous numerical reports ͓23͔.
As a typical presentation, we take the RSJ oscillator around the region centered at the point of ϭ0.68, F ϭ2.20, and ϭ1.0. Let us follow the recipe proposed in the   FIG. 3 . OPF control results of the logistic map according to our control algorithm, where rϭ0.92. The OPF control is turned on at the 5000th iteration to the target period-1 state and changes its setting every 5000 period iterations to target the period-2, period-4, and period-8 states, respectively. All of the parameters in the control process are listed in Table I . last section. Figure 6 shows the typical return map of Y n . To avoid the discontinuity, due to the 2 displacement operations at xϭϮ, Y n is defined as the voltages of ẋ sampled every time interval of 2/. It is well known that the intersections of the first return map curve and the 45°line are the locations of the period-1 fixed points of the system. Since the tangent slope of the map function at the intersection is smaller than Ϫ1, this fixed point is unstable. Similarly, those period-n unstable fixed points can be detected on the nth order return map.
To check the influence of the control parameters, C re f and C w are first scanned without any specific choice. In Fig. 7 , the typical result is shown -mainly, C re f is continuously scanned from Ϫ1.3 to Ϫ0.8 for C w ϭ0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively. The regular states can be established as C re f is scanned. The occurrence of the controlled states with period-1 or period-2 fixed points are very common, while high periods of states can also be achieved correspondingly. Consequently, one can expect that the OPF control method will nicely control chaos on the RSJ oscillator system, provided that one can properly adjust the parameters. As a matter of fact, these easily obtained low-period states are good enough for the general purpose of controlling chaos in the practical applications ͓24,25͔.
It is noted that most of the controlled states generated by the OPF control are new. For example, the RSJ oscillator without control could have only a finite number of period-1 UPO's, and these UPO's are discrete. However, with the OPF control, a continuous band of period-1 orbits have been found by adjusting C re f only ͑as shown in Fig. 7͒ . Therefore, these new generated states will not simply obey the dynamics of the RSJ oscillator, but the whole dynamics, which consists of the RSJ oscillator and the OPF control. Moreover, as C w increased ͑from 0.1 to 0.5, as shown in Fig. 7͒ , the width of the range of C re f , for achieving control in periodic motions, gets wider and wider. This verifies what we addressed above: the larger C w is, the more controlled states can be found.
Next, the effective range of C g is checked by varying C w . The effective range of C g for various bias F and different values of C w in the period-1 case is shown in Fig. 8 . One can see that the effective range of C g for the desired controlled states is independent of the values of C w . Thus, one can see that the controlled states are not sensitive to C w as the control has been achieved.
As we have derived above, the effective range of the gain value C g follows the inequality equation ͑11͒. We presented the comparison between the analytic result and the data from the analogous electronic circuits in Fig. ͑9͒ . The good fitness between the analysis and the observation strongly supports our analysis and the control algorithm we proposed.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have explored the generic mechanism of the OPF technique in detail. We have provided a systematic approach to the OPF control. An electronic demonstration, based on the RSJ model, has succeeded in showing the validity of the control algorithm. The OPF method is robust in taming the chaotic states of the system into the desired regular forms. As a matter of fact, in addition to extracting out the unstable states embedded in the chaotic states, the OPF method could also generate a great number of new states. The form of new states has been addressed and determined in the way of linear approximation. Here, it might be worth noting that, as to the achievement of generating new states, the OPF technique, in some sense, is similar to that of the periodic impulsive method ͓26͔. However, its contents are out of the scope of this work.
It is worthwhile to summarize the influence of the control parameters C w , C re f , and C g in the OPF control. The reference parameter C re f indicates the level of the final target. In the meantime, the C re f could cause the final controlled state to be away from the original unstable orbits. On the other hand, the window width C w is found to be insensitive to the final control states. However, before the control is achieved, a larger C w will reduce the transient time for the system to the target, and this also increases the chance of the occurrence of new states. As to the gain value C g , the effective range has been derived. We noted that the effective range of C g is independent of C w , which fits our simulation results. As we have demonstrated, a systematic procedure for employing the OPF method can be established based on the adjustment of these three parameters, and this should be helpful in employing the OPF control for application.
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